Intratumor heterogeneity and clonal evolution in an aggressive papillary thyroid cancer and matched metastases
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Abstract

The contribution of intratumor heterogeneity to thyroid metastatic cancers is still unknown. The clonal relationships between the primary thyroid tumors and lymph nodes (LN) or distant metastases are also poorly understood. The objective of this study was to determine the phylogenetic relationships between matched primary thyroid tumors and metastases. We searched for non-synonymous single-nucleotide variants (nsSNVs), gene fusions, alternative transcripts, and loss of heterozygosity (LOH) by paired-end massively parallel sequencing of cDNA (RNA-Seq) in a patient diagnosed with an aggressive papillary thyroid cancer (PTC). Seven tumor samples from a stage IVc PTC patient were analyzed by RNA-Seq: two areas from the primary tumor, four areas from two LN metastases, and one area from a pleural metastasis (PLM). A large panel of other thyroid tumors was used for Sanger sequencing screening. We identified seven new nsSNVs. Some of these were early events clonally present in both the primary PTC and the three matched metastases. Other nsSNVs were private to the primary tumor, the LN metastases and/or the PLM. Three new gene fusions were identified. A novel cancer-specific KAZN alternative transcript was detected in this aggressive PTC and in dozens of additional thyroid tumors. The PLM harbored an exclusive whole-chromosome 19 LOH. We have presented the first, to our knowledge, deep sequencing study comparing the mutational spectra in a PTC and both LN and distant metastases. This study has yielded novel findings concerning intra-tumor heterogeneity, clonal evolution and metastases dissemination in thyroid cancer.
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Introduction

Follicular-cell-derived thyroid cancers include several histological types including papillary thyroid cancer (PTC), follicular thyroid cancer (FTC), poorly differentiated thyroid cancer (PDTC), and anaplastic thyroid cancer (ATC; Sipos & Mazzaferri 2010). PTC and FTC are differentiated thyroid carcinomas (DTCs). They generally exhibit an indolent clinical course but some develop local invasion and, less frequently, distant metastases. PDTC and ATC are associated with high mortality. Point mutations, genomic rearrangements, and chromosomal copy number alterations have been linked to thyroid carcinogenesis. Mutations in \textit{BRAF} and \textit{RAS} genes and \textit{RET/PTC} and \textit{PAX8/PAYR} rearrangements are often found in DTCs (Xing et al. 2013). These genetic defects are believed to be responsible for the initiation of thyroid carcinogenesis, but the mechanisms involved in thyroid cancer metastasis are not well defined. Characterization of tumor and metastases heterogeneity and evolution is very important for the treatment and management of metastatic disease. However, the contribution of intratumor heterogeneity to thyroid metastatic cancers is still unknown. The clonal relationships between the primary thyroid tumors and lymph nodes (LN) or distant metastases are also poorly understood. This could be partly explained by limited access to tissue samples from thyroid tumors and lymph nodes (LN) or distant metastases of the same patient on the basis of multiple genetic alterations, i.e. non-synonymous single-nucleotide variants (nsSNVs), gene fusions, alternative transcripts, and loss of heterozygosity (LOH).

Materials and methods

Case description

A 71-year-old male was diagnosed with a PTC in the right lobe of the thyroid with concurrent metastatic involvement of the right LNs and many pulmonary metastases. This corresponded to a stage IVc PTC (pT4aN1bM1). He was treated with a total thyroidectomy and dissection of the right LNs (six LN metastases in the recurrential and antero-posterior mediastinal area and two metastases in the jugulo-carotid area; Fig. 1). Iodine-131 radiotherapy was administered 1 and 7 months after surgery. Eight months after thyroidectomy, a thoracoscopy was performed for a recurrent pleural effusion of neoplastic origin and two pleural metastases were collected. Eleven months after thyroidectomy, multiple right cervical metastases with invasion of neck soft tissues were observed and dissection of LNs was performed; two malignant LN were collected. The patient died 12 months after thyroidectomy.

Histopathological examination revealed a PDTC originating from an area of follicular variant PTC. Results of immunohistochemical analysis confirmed the thyroid origin of the metastases with staining for thyroid transcription factor 1 and thyroglobulin. Sanger sequencing results revealed monoallelic \textit{Q61R NRAS} somatic mutation in both the primary tumor and the three metastases analyzed.

Tissues samples

For RNA-Seq analysis, tumor and normal thyroid tissues were obtained from the Jules Bordet Institute tissue bank (Brussels, Belgium). The patient gave written informed consent. We studied different areas of the primary PTC (PRT1 and PRT2), one pleural metastasis (PLM), and two LN metastases (LN1.1, LN1.2 and LN2.1, LN2.2). In anatomo-pathologists’ estimations tumor cell fractions of 90% for the primary tumor and the two LN metastases and 95% for the PLM were reported. For Sanger sequencing analyses in additional samples (in search of SNVs, gene fusions, and alternative transcripts), tissues were obtained from the following tissue banks: Jules Bordet Institute, Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital (Paris, France), Angers Hospital (Angers, France), and Lyon Sud Hospital (Lyon, France).
In accordance with the French Public Health Code (articles L. 1243-4 and R. 1243-61), samples were issued from care and were reclassified for research. As available RNA quantity was low for some samples, the panel was not exactly the same for all the Sanger sequencing analyses. For the SNVs screening panel, 115 samples (primary tumors and associated metastases) obtained from 91 patients diagnosed with thyroid carcinoma (87 PTC, one PDTC, and three ATC) were analyzed. For the gene fusions panel, 94 samples (primary tumors and associated metastases) obtained from 62 patients diagnosed with thyroid carcinoma (59 PTC, one PDTC, and two ATC) were analyzed. For the alternative transcript panel, samples from 73 PTC patients (96 samples of primary PTC and associated metastases), 11 FTC, one PDTC, nine ATC, 16 follicular adenomas (FA), 12 hyperfunctioning autonomous adenomas (AA), 60 normal thyroid tissues adjacent to KAZN-alternative-transcript-positive and -negative (23 and 37 respectively) tumors, and a pool of 23 normal thyroid tissues were analyzed. Protocols were approved by the ethics committees of the institutions. The tissues were immediately dissected, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80 °C until RNA and DNA processing were performed.

**Extraction and quality assessment of nucleic acids**

DNA from tumors and normal thyroid tissues was extracted using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Total RNA was extracted from tissues using TRIzol (Invitrogen), followed by purification on RNeasy columns (Qiagen). RNA and DNA concentrations were spectrophotometrically quantified, and the integrity of nucleic acids was checked using an automated gel electrophoresis system (Experion, Bio-Rad).
Whole-genome amplification and RT

In order to increase the amount of available genomic DNA from normal and tumor samples, whole-genome amplification was performed on 20 ng genomic DNA using the REPLI-g Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. To obtain cDNA, after a DNase treatment using DNase I Amplification Grade (Invitrogen), RT of 1 μg RNA was performed using SuperScript II RNase H Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Sanger sequencing of genomic DNA and cDNA samples

To look for mutations and gene fusions, PCRs were performed on 80 ng of amplified genomic DNA or 100 ng of cDNA using the Recombinant Taq DNA Polymerase Kit (Invitrogen) and appropriate primer pairs (primer sequences and PCR conditions are provided in Supplementary Table 1, see section on supplementary data given at the end of this article). PCR products were purified with the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sequencing was performed with the BigDye Terminator V3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems) on an ABI PRISM 3130 sequencer (Applied Biosystems) using the genetic analysis program 3130-XI.

Transcriptome sequencing, variant calling, and allelic proportions analyses

RNA-Seq analysis was performed on eight RNA samples: a reference pool of 23 normal thyroid tissues (used as a technical control) and seven tumor samples from the same patient (PRT1, PRT2, LN1.1, LN1.2, LN2.1, LN2.2, and PLM). The normal thyroid tissue from this patient was excluded from the analysis because of the poor quality of its RNA sample. Paired-end reads of 51 bases were generated using HiSeq 2000 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) on two lanes of the sequencer’s flow cell.

Raw data were scanned using the TriageTools program (Fimereli et al. 2013) to search for exact duplicates and only unique reads were passed on to the alignment. Sequences were mapped to the human genome (Homo sapiens UCSC hg19) using TopHat v2 (Trapnell et al. 2009). Variant calling was performed using an in-house toolkit (http://sourceforge.net/projects/bamformatics/) that considers each covered locus to compute the allelic proportion P and an associated uncertainty δP (estimated using a Poisson error model). The formulae are:

\[ P = \frac{a}{a + \bar{a}} \text{ and } \delta P = \frac{\sqrt{(a + \xi)} \ (a + \bar{a})}{(a + \bar{a} + 2\xi)}^{1/2} \]

Where \(a\) is the number of reads showing the alternative base and \(\bar{a}\) is the number of reads showing other bases (the reference base and/or other bases). The parameter \(\xi\) is a dark count and is hard-coded to the value 1. The score \(z\) for a given variant, referred to as a variant quality, is computed using

\[ z = 10 \frac{P}{\delta P} \]

SNVs were filtered according to the following conditions: i) the score \(z\) required to report a variant should be \(\geq 18\); ii) the allelic proportion at the position should be \(\geq 0.05\) for the SNV; iii) the number of reads showing a base different from the reference should be \(\geq 3\); iv) the distance from the 5’-end and from the 3’-end of a read (including soft-clipped and trimmed bases) for a variant to be recorded should be \(\geq 5\); and v) the read mapping quality should be \(\geq 4\). After filtering, SNVs were manually inspected using Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) (Robinson et al. 2011, Thorvaldsdottir et al. 2013) to further screen for sequencing and alignments errors. Called variants were compared with the dbSNP135 database. The calls that matched the database exactly (same locus and exact genotype) were not considered for discovery of new somatic SNVs.

In order to detect regions of putative LOH, allelic proportions of variants in paired matched samples were measured and segmented using the Locsmoc algorithm (Tarabichi et al. 2012). Locsmoc allows for the detection of unusual allelic proportions in entire regions by considering groups of nearby variants even though the coverage of the individual variant loci may be insufficient to call them separately. Aberrations detected by the algorithm are highlighted on full-genome segmentation heatmaps.

Candidate fusion transcripts identification

RNA-Seq reads were passed to two software packages, deFuse (deFuse-0.4.3) (McPherson et al. 2011) and TopHat-Fusion (TopHat v2) (Kim & Salzberg 2011). For TopHat-Fusion, indexes were downloaded and parameters set according to authors’ recommendations (http://tophatfusion.sourceforge.net/tutorial.html). In order to detect both inter- and intra-chromosomal rearrangements and read-through transcripts, we set the parameters to consider alignments to be fusion candidates when the two ‘sides’ of the event either reside on different chromosomes or reside on the same chromosome and are separated by at least 100 bp. For deFuse, we also used the default parameters.
To explore the KAZN alternative transcript in more detail with RNA-Seq data, we attempted de-novo assembly of KAZN-related transcripts. We first used Triagetools to extract reads with sequence similarity to genomic region chr1: 14 219 052–15 444 544, which corresponds to KAZN and C10RF196. We then applied Trinity (trinityrna-seq_r201311110) (Grabherr et al. 2011) to assemble the extracted reads into contigs with lengths of 200 bp or more.

Results

Somatic point mutations revealed clonal heterogeneity between primary tumor and metastases and within metastases

Analysis of RNA-Seq data confirmed the NRASQ61R somatic mutation in all samples. We also identified 33 new nsSNVs by RNA-Seq and validated them using Sanger sequencing (Supplementary Table 2, see section on supplementary data given at the end of this article). Among these, 26 were also detected by Sanger sequencing in DNA from the patient’s normal thyroid but not present in the dbSNP135 database, indicating that these SNVs were rare germline polymorphisms. The remaining seven were somatic nsSNVs (Table 1). The new nsSNVs occurred in six genes: the neurolysin (metallopeptidase M3 family) (NLN), actin-like 6A (ACTL6A), DEAH (Asp-Glu-Ala-His) box polypeptide 16 (DHX16), eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2-alpha kinase 1 (EIF2AK1), adenosine monophosphate deaminase 2 (AMPD2), and tRNA nucleotidyl transferase, CCA-adding, 1 (TRNT1).

The allelic proportions of the somatic mutations were consistent between RNA- and DNA-based Sanger sequencing and RNA-Seq (data not shown). NRAS p.Q61R, NLN p.S122R, and NLN p.A125V were clonal mutations detected in the primary tumor, the two LN metastases, and the PLM. This indicates that these SNVs were early events that arose before the development of metastases in a common ancestral clone. ACTL6A p.K379E was detected only in PRT1 and PRT2 in sub-clonal proportions. The other nsSNVs were metastases-specific. The DHX16 p.D189Y mutation was present in the four areas of the two LN metastases, indicating that these two metastases originated from a common ancestor. In the LN1.2 area, an EIF2AK1 p.I604L SNV was also detected in subclonal proportions, indicating greater intra-tumor heterogeneity in the LN1 than in the LN2 metastasis. The same EIF2AK1 mutation was also detected in the PLM sample. Even if we cannot exclude the possibility that this SNV was already present in a subclone of the primary tumor not detected by RNA-Seq,
this rather indicates that the clone that seeded the PLM originated from LN1.2. \textit{AMPD2} p.R452L and \textit{TRNT1} p.G44A were private SNVs detected, in clonal proportions, only in the PLM. This may indicate that they were acquired \textit{de novo} in the pleura or during dissemination of cancer cells.

None of the seven new mutations has been reported in other tumor types according to the catalogue of somatic mutations in cancer (COSMIC v67). \textit{NLN} p.S122R and \textit{NLN} p.A125V are located in the N-terminal neurolysin/thimet oligopeptidase domain of NLN protein, and \textit{AMPD2} p.R452L is located in the AMP deaminase domain of AMPD2 enzyme (Supplementary Table 3, see section on supplementary data given at the end of this article).

To determine whether these SNVs are recurrent in thyroid cancer, we searched for the presence of \textit{NLN} p.S122R, \textit{NLN} p.A125V, \textit{DHX16} p.D189Y, \textit{EIF2AK1} p.I604L, \textit{AMPD2} p.R452L, and \textit{TRNT1} p.G44A by RT-PCR followed by Sanger sequencing in 115 supplementary thyroid tumor samples. None of the mutations was detected in these tumors.

The PLM harbored an exclusive whole-chromosome 19 LOH

In order to detect the regions of putative LOH in the tumor samples studied by RNA-Seq, allelic proportions analysis from variant calls was performed on paired matched samples. Allelic aberrations were observed on whole-chromosome 19 in the PLM sample relative to PRT1 or PRT2 (Fig. 2), indicating the presence of LOH of the entire chromosome 19 in the PLM. Chromosome 19 LOH was also observed in the PLM when the PLM sample was compared with the LN1.1, LN1.2, LN2.1, or LN2.2 samples (data not shown).

To validate this LOH, RT-PCR followed by Sanger sequencing analysis was performed on genomic DNA samples from the primary thyroid tumor, the two LN metastases, and the PLM at different loci matching germline SNVs all along the chromosome 19. Sanger sequencing results were in accordance with the allelic proportions detected by the RNA-Seq analysis (Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1, see section on supplementary data given at the end of this article) and confirmed the presence of LOH of the entire chromosome 19 in the distant metastasis.

Identification of new gene fusions and of a new alternative transcript

We identified four novel gene fusions detected by both deFuse and TopHat-Fusion algorithms in at least one of the seven RNA-Seq tumor samples (Supplementary Table 4, see section on supplementary data given at the end of this article). These four fusions were validated using RT-PCR performed on paired matched samples data (each sample vs PRT1 and each sample vs PRT2). Allelic aberrations are highlighted in pink on full-genome segmentation heatmaps.

Figure 2

Allelic proportions analysis. In order to detect the regions of putative loss of heterozygosity in the primary thyroid tumor (PRT1 and PRT2), the lymph node metastases 1 (LN1.1 and LN1.2), and 2 (LN2.1 and LN2.2) and the pleural metastasis (PLM), allelic proportions analysis from variant calls was
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Table 2 Validation of loss of heterozygosity of chromosome 19 in the pleural metastasis by Sanger sequencing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Alt</th>
<th>dbSNP135</th>
<th>Primary tumor</th>
<th>Lymph node 1</th>
<th>Lymph node 2</th>
<th>Pleural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chr19: 648972</td>
<td>RNF126</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>rs12783705</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr19: 2807014</td>
<td>SCAMP4</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>rs116820715</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr19: 4362349</td>
<td>NLRP11</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>rs116820715</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr19: 40357398</td>
<td>LTBP4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>rs140253776</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr19: 54652265</td>
<td>PRTD1</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>rs146037902</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chr19: 56297164</td>
<td>NLRP11</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>rs116820715</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each tumor area the three fusions were detected in equivalent proportions, indicating that these fusions were together present in the same cells. They were detected at equivalent levels in PRT1 and PRT2, and in LN2.1 and LN2.2, but were detected at higher levels in the LN1.2 than in the LN1.1 sample. The KAZN–C1ORF196 fusion was detected by the algorithms in PRT2, LN1.1, LN1.2, and LN2.2 samples and strongly detected by RT-PCR in all the RNA-Seq tumor areas. Interestingly, in each tumor area the three fusions were detected in equivalent proportions, indicating that these fusions were together present in the same cells. They were detected at equivalent levels in PRT1 and PRT2, and in LN2.1 and LN2.2, but were detected at higher levels in the LN1.2 than in the LN1.1 sample. The KAZN–C1ORF196 fusion was detected by the algorithms in PRT2, LN1.1, LN1.2, and LN2.2 samples and strongly detected by RT-PCR in all the RNA-Seq tumor areas. The gene C1ORF196 has been removed from the most recent versions of the genome annotation, therefore we will refer to the KAZN–C1ORF196 fusion as ‘KAZN alternative transcript’ hereafter. To explore the KAZN alternative transcript in more detail with RNA-Seq data, we attempted de novo assembly of KAZN-related transcripts. This analysis produced contigs that confirmed the presence of an alternative KAZN transcript with a breakpoint situated in the S’UTR of the canonical KAZN A isoform, but failed to generate a full-length transcript sequence (Supplementary Figures 2 and 3, see section on supplementary data given at the end of this article). The sequence gaps could explain the presence of several different contigs instead of a full-length contig. The full form of the novel transcript (and protein) is therefore still unclear and additional experiments using an independent method will be necessary for a complete characterization of the KAZN alternative transcript sequence in the future.

To determine whether these fusions were recurrent in thyroid tumors, we explored a large panel of thyroid samples by RT-PCR followed by Sanger sequencing. The C11ORF58–SBSPON fusion was excluded from the screening analysis as the Sanger sequence corresponding to the C11ORF58 part of the fusion was highly similar to nucleotide sequences located on two different chromosomes (chromosomes 11 and 14). We examined the ARNTL–PTPRD and KIAA2026–MIR31HG fusions in 94 additional thyroid tumor samples. None of the samples contained the fusions. In contrast, we were able to detect the KAZN alternative transcript in a large number of
This transcript was present in 85%, 55%, and 11% of the PTC, FTC, and ATC patients respectively and in the PDTC sample. It was very weakly detected in one FA but absent in the AAs. Notably, this transcript was very weakly detected in only two normal tissues adjacent to KAZN-alternative-transcript-positive PTC (23 normal tissues analyzed). It was absent in the 37 normal thyroid tissues adjacent to KAZN-alternative-transcript-negative tumors and in a pool of 23 normal thyroid tissues.

**Discussion**

Our RNA-Seq analysis of an aggressive PTC and its associated metastases in a single patient identified several types of genetic alterations, i.e. nsSNVs, LOH, gene fusions, and an alternative transcript. We cannot exclude the possibility that additional aberrations could be detected with deeper sequencing or with additional sequencing assays. Nonetheless, the data already paint a detailed picture of the patient’s cancer history.

We searched for unusual allelic proportions in genomic areas. Our analyses revealed similar allelic proportions in the primary tumor and the LN metastases, but highlighted the presence of LOH of the entire chromosome 19 in the PLM. Interestingly, results from several comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) studies have indicated that a gain of chromosome 19 is positively associated with thyroid tumor aggressivity and recurrence, including lung metastases (Tallini *et al.* 1999, Wada *et al.* 2002).

---

**Figure 3**

Biological validation of gene fusions identified from the RNA-Seq analysis by both the deFuse and TopHat-Fusion software. To search for the presence of gene fusions, RT-PCR followed by Sanger sequencing analysis was performed on cDNA samples from the primary thyroid tumor (PRT1 and PRT2), the lymph node metastases 1 (LN1.1 and LN1.2) and 2 (LN2.1 and LN2.2), and the pleural metastasis (PLM). RT-PCR-derived products confirming the C11ORF58–SBSPON, ARNTL–PTPRD, KIAA2026–MIR31HG, and KAZN–C1ORF196 fusions were detected on agarose gels. GAPDH was used as a positive control. Representative chromatograms of Sanger sequences at the fusion junctions are shown.
We screened for the new nsSNVs and gene fusions in dozens of additional tumors by RT-PCR and Sanger sequencing. None of these alterations was detected in additional samples, indicating that they may be passenger, i.e. irrelevant to oncogenesis, or rare driver events for thyroid cancer. This is in accordance with the results of a deep sequencing study by Berger et al. (2010): each fusion product (initially detected by RNA-Seq) was detectable by RT-PCR only in the original melanoma sample from which it was discovered and not in the additional 90 interrogated. This result is also consistent with recent exome data of the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) on 401 PTCs: very few recurrent mutations are present in PTCs beyond BRAF, NRAS, and HRAS (http://gdac.broadinstitute.org/runs/analyses__2014_01_15/reports/cancer/THCA/MutSigNozzleReportMerged/nozzle.html).

Smallridge et al. (2014) have recently identified new recurrent fusion transcripts in 20 PTC. However, as shown for ovarian cancer, the recurrence of such fusions is questionable and additional studies using a larger cohort will be necessary to determine the frequency and the recurrence of these fusions in thyroid cancer (Salzman et al. 2011, Micci et al. 2014).

The novel unannotated KAZN alternative transcript was recurrently detected by RT-PCR in 11% of the nine ATC, 55% of the 11 FTC, and 85% of the 73 PTC patients. Interestingly, except for one case, when both primary PTC and associated metastases were available, the presence or absence of this transcript was concordant between the different samples for a patient. This indicates that the acquisition of the KAZN alternative transcript is an early event in thyroid tumorigenesis. This transcript was also very weakly detected in one of the 16 FA, but absent in the 12 AA. Notably, among all the normal tissues, the KAZN transcript was detectable at very low levels in only two normal tissues adjacent to KAZN-alternative-transcript-positive PTC, possibly resulting from the presence of contaminating tumor cells. This indicates that this KAZN transcript is cancer-specific and that it might be used as a new diagnostic marker for distinguishing benign thyroid tumors from malignant thyroid tumors. Other KAZN transcripts have been shown to be involved in intercellular adhesion, cell differentiation, signal transduction, cytoskeletal organization, and apoptosis (Sevilla et al. 2008, Nachat et al. 2009, Wang et al. 2009). The disruption of these pathways can promote cancer. Functional analyses will be necessary to determine the biological significance of the KAZN alternative transcript we detected in our study, but these results indicate that this transcript might play a role in the development and/or progression of thyroid cancer.
Our study also established the phylogenetic relationships between the primary PTC and its associated LN and PLM. Some of the genetic alterations identified by RNA-Seq were ubiquitously detected in all the seven tumor samples from the patient and others were detected only in some tumor areas (Fig. 4). Analysis of the distribution of these alterations highlights several aspects of intra-tumor heterogeneity, clonal evolution, and metastases dissemination in thyroid cancer.

Firstly, the primary PTC, the two LN metastases, and the PLM were composed of several cellular subclones in this patient. Despite the presence of these subclones, the two areas of the primary tumor and the two areas of the LN metastasis 2 presented similar genetic profiles. In contrast, the two areas of the LN metastasis 1 presented more divergent mutations and fusions. Similarly, Anaka et al. (2013) have identified significant heterogeneity in chromosomal aberrations in different regions of a LN metastasis in a melanoma patient. As mentioned by others (Unger et al. 2008, Gerlinger et al. 2012), this molecular heterogeneity highlights the importance of sampling multiple areas of the same tumor to better ascertain the range of genomic alterations characterizing its progression. Indeed the heterogeneous presence of genomic alterations may impair patient genotyping and subsequent prognostic classification and targeted therapy.

Secondly, as has been described in similar studies of breast, pancreatic, and ovarian cancers (Ding et al. 2010, Yachida et al. 2010, Bashashati et al. 2013), the ancestral mutations present in the primary PTC were propagated in the metastases. However, additional genomic aberrations were detected in the metastases and there was a greater genetic divergence between the PLM and the primary PTC than between the LN metastases and the primary PTC. This indicates accumulation of genetic alterations after clonal divergence of the PLM from the ancestral clone. The metastases were collected after radiotherapy. We cannot exclude the possibility that radioiodine treatment may be involved in the occurrence of the metastases private SNVs. Nonetheless, the PLM, collected before the LN metastases, presented more private aberrations than the LN metastases, indicating that occurrence of these private mutations is more a consequence of cancer genomic instability than of radiotherapy. Furthermore, one private SNV was also detected in the primary PTC samples collected before radiotherapy. Therefore, as many LN and pulmonary metastases were already detected at the time of diagnosis and thyroidectomy, it is likely that these private mutations were acquired in the primary PTC and metastases after the dissemination of metastatic cells as a consequence of tumor genomic instability. In accordance with our results, results from CGH studies have indicated that, compared with primary tumors, hematogenous metastases from colorectal carcinomas presented more chromosomal alterations than LN metastases, and lung metastases presented more alterations than liver metastases (Knösel et al. 2004, 2005). In addition, a DNA sequencing analysis of metastatic pancreatic cancer has revealed that lung lesions were further evolved than other metastases (Campbell et al. 2010). Additional studies will be necessary to determine whether this accumulation of genetic aberrations found in the PLM is a consequence of a lung-specific microenvironment or whether these alterations are linked to the ability of cancer cells to spread and/or implant to the lung. In the latter case, this may represent a way to find curative therapies targeting lung metastases.

Thirdly, whether cancer cells simultaneously spread from a primary tumor to regional LN and distant site(s) or first form metastases in the LN that subsequently disseminate themselves further is still a matter of debate (Sleeman et al. 2012). Genomic alterations observed in this PTC patient indicate that LN and distant metastases had a common origin. Moreover, it is likely that the PLM originated from a subclone of a LN metastasis that we have studied using RNA-Seq (LN1.2). A correlation between the number of LN metastases and lung metastases has been shown in PTC, the presence of more than 20 involved nodes being indicative of a high risk of lung metastasis (Machens & Dralle 2012). Our results indicate that in PTC, besides acting as an indicator of increased probability of the formation of distant metastases, the formation of LN metastases contributes, at least in some cases, to the seeding of these distant metastases.

In summary, during our study we identified a novel cancer-specific KAZN alternative transcript in thyroid tumors and revealed intra-tumor heterogeneity and tumor clonal evolution in an aggressive PTC on the basis of nsSNVs, gene fusions, and LOH. These new insights are potentially important for improving therapeutic targeting and diagnosis of patients with aggressive thyroid cancer.
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